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Chapter 501: Assault 

 

After the two of them left, Pu Yunchuan slept very restlessly in the tent. It wasn’t because he couldn’t 

sleep because of what had happened to Mirren. Pu Yunchuan was a big-hearted person. Although he 

wanted to smash that gray-haired guy’s head with a hammer, he wasn’t so troubled that he couldn’t 

even sleep. In this world, the only things that could make him unable to sleep were the nurturing games 

that he had missed so much… 

The real reason why he could not fall asleep at this moment was because of the cold… … 

For some reason, he felt a chill after lying down for half an hour. As time passed, his body became colder 

and colder, and he could not help but start to shiver… 

This situation had not appeared for a long time since he became the Green Titan… 

 

Indeed, this gondolin was lacking in resources. The quilts used by the army were very thin, and they 

were made of an unknown material. They were not as snug and warm as the quilts in sphere D. 

However, this was not a problem for Pu Yunchuan… 

When they were on Mars, everyone was still a level two small titan. They were exposed to the radiation 

that was six times larger than sphere d. the temperature difference between day and night was from-20 

degrees To-90 degrees. Their brickwork had no effect at all.., they slept on the sand. When had it ever 

been empty? 

Although it was quite cold outside in winter, it was still far from the temperature on Mars. When had Pu 

Yunchuan covered himself with the blanket when he slept a few days ago? 

In the end, he still felt inexplicably cold after moving jack and Black Sheep’s two beds over. Under such 

circumstances, he did not dare to sleep again. What if he fell asleep and could not wake up? 

After thinking for a while, Pu Yunchuan felt that he might as well go out for a walk to warm up his body. 

However, the moment he stepped out of the tent, he was stunned for a moment. 

Since when did the fog outside the camp become so thick? 

In the end, he had not been puzzled for a few seconds when he saw two figures colliding head-on. Pu 

Yunchuan focused his gaze and saw that they were Jack and black sheep, who had gone to pick up his 

night shift. 

When they saw Pu Yunchuan walk out himself, the two of them said in a low voice with a solemn 

expression, “Brother Yunchuan, General Wesker told the camp to retreat. Hurry up and help pack up 

your things…” 

Pu Yunchuan was stunned and asked curiously, “What’s Wrong?” 

Jack’s expression was strange as he said, “Just as you said, there’s something wrong with that forest…” 



“What’s wrong with it?”Pu Yunchuan was immediately interested. His words had come true so quickly, 

and he could find an opportunity to provoke that gray-haired kid later… 

“That forest can move…”jack swallowed his saliva and said with a horrified expression, “It’s moving 

towards us step by step…” 

“Huh?”Pu Yunchuan’s face twitched when he heard that. “What’s That?” 

“It’s true!”Black sheep said with a puzzled expression, “To be honest, if I didn’t see it with my own eyes, 

I wouldn’t believe such an evil thing…”. “…”. Didn’t our scout say the woods were a thousand yards 

away? I took a look when the general gave the order. I’m afraid it’s not even 500 Ma… . .” 

“I go…”Pu Yunchuan hears to hear oneself all hear a burst of goosebumps rise, immediately way: “That 

how a bit of activity does not have outside?” 

“The general told us not to cause panic, to wake up the soldiers and to retreat in an orderly fashion… 

stop talking and collect your things…” 

Pu Yunchuan: “Okay, okay, okay!” 

——– 

“General, are we really going to retreat?”Mirren looked at Wesker, who was instructing the people 

around him to tidy up their tents. 

Wesker raised his head and looked at his somewhat unwilling expression. He immediately frowned and 

said, “In this situation, what are we waiting for?” 

“But… But we’ll have to cross that place sooner or later…”mirren frowned and said, “Although this 

matter is strange, we can’t give up just because we encountered something, right…” 

“It’s not giving up…”Wesker said in a deep voice, “It’s a strategic retreat and observation. Marching 

doesn’t rely on recklessness. In this unknown situation, we have to be more cautious… and…” 

“And what?”Mirren saw the hesitation in Wesker’s words and quickly asked. 

“And the timing of this strange situation is very coincidental…”. Wesker said with a serious expression, 

“At the beginning, the movement of the forest was very small. By the time I realized something was 

wrong, it was already midnight. At that time, the movement wasn’t too big, but at the dawn, the speed 

of the forest was obviously different from before.” “…” 

“What does this mean?”Mirren asked in surprise. 

“If it’s just a coincidence, it’s still fine. But if it’s intentional, it’ll be very troublesome…”. Wesker lowered 

his voice and said, “Most veterans know that the best time to attack a military camp is in the early 

morning. When the sky is about to brighten, compared to late at night, that’s when people are most 

relaxed.” “… “…” 

Milun was stunned when he heard that. He said in a daze, “It’s not that mysterious…” 



In his opinion, the reason why the forest moved was most likely due to the mutation, but Wesker’s 

words made the forest really come alive. It sounded like an experienced hunter, and they were like 

prey… 

“But… how did the forest know about our situation here?” 

“Maybe it’s like what Yunchuan said…”Wesker said faintly, “Last night, there was indeed something in 

the forest watching us…” 

“General, you actually believed that Kid?”Millon was instantly displeased and felt uncomfortable, he 

retorted, “I think you’re thinking too much. This forest is at most like the rumored forests outside. It’s 

undergoing mutation and expansion. How could it be so scheming?” 

Wesker saw that the other party’s attitude had changed from a skeptical one to a completely 

disapproving one. He frowned and thought to himself, ‘this child, Mirren, is quite talented. It’s just that 

he’s too selfish. How can his personal feelings be brought to the overall decision-making?’? 

Seeing Wesker frown, Mirren felt even more uncomfortable, so he said, “If it’s really as you said, to 

launch an attack on us at that time of the morning, isn’t the distance a little too far now?” 

As she said that, she turned around and pointed at the black stone forest. “At this speed, I’m afraid that 

I’ll have to bask in the Sun in the morning before…”however, as soon as she turned around, her entire 

body froze in the distance… … 

Seeing this, Wesker also hurriedly raised his head. When he raised his head, he was also stunned. He did 

not know when, but the forest had already arrived in front of him… 

The distance between them was at most 20 meters… 

Damn… When did he come here? 

The two of them immediately sucked in a breath of cold air… 

He could even see the strange-shaped tree trunks through the fog. When he took a closer look, he did 

not know why, but he felt that those tree trunks looked like living people being carried… … Just like 

when he was young, when he saw the scarecrows in his parents’fields at night, an inexplicable sense of 

horror spread to his heart… 

“Soldiers, pick up your weapons! !”Millen pulled out his sword and roared in Panic! 

Wesker, who was at the side, almost could not help but kick him when he heard this roar. Just now, he 

had already asked the soldiers to clean up the tents. They must still be busy at this time. They must not 

be ready at this time. With your shout.., the soldiers most likely would not be able to react, but the 

other side would definitely be able to react! 

As expected, with Mirren’s shout, the originally still tree trunks started to let out strange bone-grinding 

laughs, and their trunks started to twist. Only then did Wesker see clearly what these trees were? 

Chapter 502: the first signs of life (part one) 

 



It was not until the tree trunks started moving that Wesker saw clearly that there were human or orc 

faces growing on the trunks. Previously, he had not thought that these tree trunks looked like living 

humans, but now that he twisted them.., other than the color of the tree bark and some of the 

branches, weren’t they all abnormally tall living humans? 

Looking at this horrifying scene, Milun was so excited that he chopped off a few streaks of silver-white 

battle Qi across the air! 

After a few clangs, a few tree trunks were chopped off at the waist one after another. The purplish-blue 

liquid burst out from the tree trunks. From Afar, they could smell a disgusting smell, which was like 

rotten meat… 

Seeing the effect, Milun showed a hint of excitement on his face. Then, he chopped off more than 10 

streaks of sword Qi once again. Seeing this, Wesker frowned… 

 

Obviously, Mirren was too excited due to his shock. As a knight who had just stepped into silver-rank for 

less than 3 years, he would soon lose his fighting spirit if he abused his fighting spirit like this! 

As expected, after the dozen sword qis were sent out, Mirren’s face turned pale while he panted heavily 

while his feet trembled uncontrollably… 

When the treants saw Mirren’s appearance, they all let out sharp roars and swarmed over like a swarm 

of insects! 

What an incompetent fellow! ! 

Wesker immediately complained in his heart. He could see that these monsters still did not launch an 

attack even when they were within twenty meters of him. It was obvious that they were testing him out. 

It was like encountering a strange beast, as long as one’s reaction was not too big.., the other party 

would not act rashly either. 

Initially, if Millen did not scream or abuse his combat aura like before, he could have delayed the time 

for the soldiers to react. However, Millen’s action was like opening a floodgate, in an instant, they did 

not have time to prepare. 

Moreover, the key point was that he had abused his combat aura just now and had lost his combat 

ability for a short period of time. Not only did the soldiers on his side not react in time to fight, but he, a 

silver-tier knight, had also not been able to play his due role… … 

As expected, he had too little experience… 

Wesker sighed and pulled him behind him. “Go, organize the soldiers and maintain the formation. Don’t 

let the situation become even more chaotic!” 

As he said that, he raised his Knight’s sword and charged towards the group of monsters! 

Originally, he should have organized the soldiers to prevent them from panicking. However, it was 

obvious that this fellow was unable to complete the heavy task of stalling for time. He could only try to 

choose to believe him… 



Mirren nodded in panic and stumbled backwards… … 

The word ‘flee’was not exaggerated at all. It was a posture of fleeing in panic. Looking at the back of the 

man, Wesker even suspected that he would not do as he said… 

Just as he suspected that the man he had entrusted to him was not human, the other party clearly did 

not have the chance to prove anything to him. The ground shook, and countless sharp thorns suddenly 

emerged from the ground, each of which was seven to eight meters tall, in an instant, the entire camp 

was enveloped in it, and countless screams sounded out! 

Milun was one of the people who screamed. He was caught off guard, and his legs were instantly 

hooked up, and his entire body was brought seven to eight meters into the air! 

The hundreds of soldiers who were with him were also the same. However, many of the soldiers were 

not that Lucky. Most of them were pierced through their entire bodies. They were either pierced 

through the waist or the back. Or they were pierced through the anus to the throat. The situation was 

extremely tragic… 

Wesker’s eyes almost popped out when he saw this scene. However, he was currently entangled by the 

bark monsters around him. He could not escape for a moment. All he could do was watch as the soldiers 

wailed in despair. 

Moreover, he could clearly see that not only were these soldiers pierced through, but their entire bodies 

were like deflated balloons. It was as if their bodily fluids were being absorbed by something, if he took 

a closer look, he would discover that these huge spikes actually had something like suckers growing out 

of them. They were continuously sucking on the living soldiers… 

“Save me, Wesker, it’s me! !”Mirren was pierced through mid-air as he screamed shrilly. 

Wesker raised his head and looked over. He discovered that Mirren’s right foot, which had been pierced 

through, was also visibly shrinking. Immediately, he did not dare to be negligent and slashed out with a 

golden sword qi! 

The Sword Qi in the night sky was incomparably resplendent. In an instant, it cut the sharp spike in half. 

Following that, the ground shook violently and an incomparably shrill cry came from the ground. It 

immediately caused one’s scalp to go numb! 

However, Mirren was saved because of this. He fell from a high altitude. Although his right leg had 

withered like an old tree, he was at least saved… 

Although Wesker had saved Mirren, he was slightly regretful. There were still hundreds of soldiers in the 

air, and after Mirren was saved, they all called for his help. 

But how could he save so many people. If he abused his battle spirit like Mirren did, the consequences 

of losing his battle strength would be unimaginable. But if he didn’t save..? After today, how would he 

face the soldiers who believed in him? 

He only saved Millen, but not the other soldiers? 

While he was hesitating, he suddenly heard a voice not far away shouting, “It’s that guy, Old Bear!” 



“Let me do it!” 

Wesker was stunned when he heard the voice. He clearly heard that the voice belonged to Jack and Pu 

Yunchuan. He was so shocked that he wanted to stop him. Pu Yunchuan was Isabelle’s designated 

person. If anything happened to him, it would be even harder for him to explain himself… 

As he looked over, he noticed that the guy was holding a silver spear in his hand. With a step, he actually 

leaped over 30 feet into the air! 

This physical ability stunned Wesker. It would be very difficult for a gold knight to jump so high just by 

relying on his physical body. Only an expert of the Beast clan would have such a tyrannical jumping 

ability, right? 

Before he had time to think about it carefully, he saw Pu Yunchuan leap into the air. The spear in his 

hand instantly turned into a silver swimming dragon. With a few bangs, the black bear and the top half 

of the five giant thorns beside him were shattered into pieces! 

“Good spear technique!”Wesker could not help but exclaim in admiration. 

Being able to jump so high was a function of the body. However, by relying on the strength of that leap, 

he was able to instantly shatter the five thorns. Regardless of whether it was his strength or his 

technique, it was impeccable. If it was him, he might not be able to do it so perfectly… 

Milun, who was lying on the ground at the side, also looked at this scene in disbelief. He did not expect 

this fellow to have such a fat and exhausted look on his face. He did not even have the battle spirit of an 

apprentice. How could he have such a skill? 

After PU Yunchuan landed on the ground with five people on his shoulders, he quickly handed them 

over to Jack and the others. Then, he jumped to the other side without stopping. In the blink of an eye, 

he had already saved fifteen or sixteen people… 

Milon looked at the group of soldiers who had rushed over and stood rooted to the ground. When he 

saw the situation, he shouted sternly, “What are you all daydreaming about? Help the General!” 

Only then did the group of soldiers react and rushed over with their weapons. At this moment, the 

ground suddenly shook violently again. This time, the turbulence was much greater than the previous 

times.., it felt as if the ground was about to be flipped over by something. 

The sharp meat spikes also suddenly shrank back into the soil, and the soldiers on top of them fell to the 

ground one after another. Without Dou Qi to protect their bodies, they did not fall as easily as Millen. 

They were seven to eight meters tall, and most of them fell quite heavily on the ground. The heads of 

those who were unlucky hit the sharp stones and instantly shattered like egg shells… 

However, the surrounding people did not have the time to sigh over this tragic scene. As the ground 

shook violently, the entire ground actually tore apart and even flipped over. A huge pit instantly 

appeared on the ground. 

A large number of soldiers who did not manage to escape in time fell into the deep pit. The soldiers who 

fell into the deep pit were the first to see clearly the appearance of the monster hidden underground! 

Chapter 503: The Monster Hidden Underground! 



 

No one had expected such a huge monster to be hidden underground… … 

“What the Hell Is This?”Jack and the others, who had retreated to the edge of the deep pit under Pu 

Yunchuan’s protection, looked at the thing in the deep pit with a horrified expression… 

How should they put it… … The thing in the deep pit was a huge piece of meat that was indescribable. 

There were countless suckers growing on the meat. The soldiers who had fallen were stuck to the meat 

and were sucked by the suckers, their bodies visibly shrinking! 

The soldiers’faces were twisted in pain, giving people goosebumps… … 

 

Wesker, who avoided the deep pit, saw clearly that the monsters that were half human and half tree 

were actually derivatives of the meat. 

There was something like an umbilical cord between the monsters and the meat. After the soldiers were 

absorbed, something was being transferred into the umbilical cord… 

The squirming meat was like a mother’s womb, feeding them. It was the real land of the Treants! 

In the deep pit, there was a very deep tunnel coming from the black stone forest. Pu Yunchuan’s initial 

feeling was not wrong. They had indeed been targeted. 

It was not that the forest had come back to life, but that the monster had spent an entire night digging a 

tunnel from the black stone forest to their feet! ! 

Wesker regretted it. Before he came, Isabelle had told him that Pu Yunchuan was a reliable person, but 

he did not believe it. When Pu Yunchuan said that there was something spying on them in the stone 

forest, he did not believe it. In fact, he had a vague feeling, but he was biased towards Milun, choosing 

to protect Milun’s face instead of trying to probe… 

This monster clearly did not have enough mobility. If he had paid attention to Pu Yunchuan in the 

beginning, if he had not been biased towards Milun and tried to detect it from the beginning, they 

would have had a great chance to avoid this monster… 

At this moment, the deep pit had almost half of the soldiers trapped inside. Looking at the soldiers who 

were trying to climb up the deep pit but were captured by the Ents, Wesker felt his heart bleeding… 

“Sir! !”Millon quickly said from the side, “In this situation, we can only retreat!” 

“Retreat?”Wesker looked at the densely packed soldiers in the deep pit, and his face instantly turned 

ugly. Once he decided to retreat, it was equivalent to giving up all the soldiers below. However, if he 

took the risk and tried to fight, there was a risk of total annihilation… 

And obviously, in this current situation, the risk of taking the risk to fight was extremely great! 

“Sir, don’t hesitate!”Milun said anxiously! 



He didn’t want to stay in this damned place for even a second. The soldiers beside him also looked at 

Wesker. To be honest, the scene in front of them was too horrifying. These soldiers almost couldn’t 

muster up any courage to fight. However, their former comrades were all screaming for help below. For 

a moment, they didn’t have the time to leave. Now, they were waiting for Wesker’s words… 

At this moment, whether they wanted to escape or fight, they all needed a backbone! ! 

“Go, go your * SS! !”Half of the black bear’s body had shrunk as it said angrily, “You’re afraid of death. 

Don’t tempt sir to be a coward. There are so many brothers down there. How can you leave like this?” 

“Not leaving? You’re going down to save them?”Mirren sneered as he looked at the other party. In his 

heart, he wished that he could sew the other party’s mouth shut. Earlier, when he saw that Wesker was 

about to be persuaded by him, he was disturbed by this fellow. Now, he was hesitating again. 

It was obvious that the people below could not be saved. At this moment, staying a second longer would 

increase the risk. This fellow was courting death. He did not want to implicate everyone… 

Wesker was usually a decisive person. However, at this moment, he also had a conflicted expression on 

his face. Should he save them or not? 

If he went to save them now, he would be gambling with the lives of the other surviving soldiers. 

However, if he did not save them, would he be able to overcome that hurdle in his heart in the future? 

While he was in a dilemma, Pu Yunchuan, who had been silent all this while, suddenly said, “You guys 

retreat first. I’ll give it a try…” 

Everyone:”! !” 

“Yunchuan…”Jack, who was at the side, hurriedly pulled Pu Yunchuan and bit his head… … 

Pu Yunchuan patted his shoulder to indicate that he was at ease. 

Meanwhile, the surrounding people looked at Pu Yunchuan with an inexplicable expression. They all had 

the heart to abandon their comrades and escape the battle. Now that Pu Yunchuan had taken the 

initiative to step forward, it made them both surprised and a little ashamed… … 

“You have to think clearly!”Milun’s expression was ugly as he said, “Don’t try to act like a hero. Don’t tell 

me you want to take advantage of us leaving and just run away?” 

Everyone was stunned when they heard that and thought to themselves, this is also a method. When 

everyone leaves, he will be alone here. Who knows if he will make a move. When the time comes, he 

will run out a few minutes later and say that he has done his best. He can even win a good reputation. 

He is really shrewd… 

Jack and the others immediately glared at Mirren when they heard this. Black Bear’s expression was as if 

he wanted to go over and bite him to death. Wesker also frowned. Mirren’s words were too harsh… 

Pu Yunchuan was stunned for a moment. He looked at the other party and smiled. “Aiya, as expected of 

our empire’s genius. You’ve seen through this. How about this? In order to prevent me from doing such 

a thing, why don’t you stay and be a witness?” 



“I…”Mi Lun was stunned. How would he dare to stay? With the skills that Pu Yunchuan had displayed 

just now, if he dared to stay, the other party would definitely throw him at the head of a monster… 

“What? The Empire’s genius doesn’t even have the courage to stay and be a witness for a few 

minutes?”Pu Yunchuan said faintly. 

The surrounding soldiers were stunned for a moment. Looking at Mi Lun’s expression, they seemed to 

have understood something. Their eyes revealed a thoughtful look. 

Milun’s face turned red from the other party’s words. Just as he was about to retort, Wesker cut him off 

and asked pu yunchuan, “How confident are you?” 

“Sixty percent…”Pu Yunchuan said indifferently. 

Wesker’s expression was shocked. “Really?” 

Pu Yunchuan nodded slightly. 

Milun sneered when he saw this. “You really dare to shout. What if you can’t save anyone?” 

“F * ck you…”Pu Yunchuan glared at him and said, “If you continue to shout, I’ll throw you down right 

now…” 

Mi Lun’s veins bulged on his forehead. “You Dare!” 

“Heh…”pu yunchuan immediately laughed and rolled up his sleeves. He had long wanted to make fun of 

the other party. 

Seeing Pu Yunchuan’s eager expression, Mi Lun’s heart instantly twitched. He thought to himself, ‘this 

guy won’t really dare, right?’? 

At this moment, he had lost a leg, and the other party’s strength wasn’t ordinary. If he really acted 

rashly… 

His heart skipped a beat, and he immediately retreated to Wesker’s side. “Sir, look at him! !” 

The surrounding soldiers’faces twitched when they saw this. Wesker couldn’t help but cover his face, 

but he couldn’t be bothered with this embarrassing fellow. He looked at Pu Yunchuan and said, “If 

you’re really confident, I’ll stay and help you…” 

Pu Yunchuan looked at him. He did not know if he believed Milun’s words or if he really wanted to help 

him. He nodded and said, “Alright…”then he looked at Jack. “Jack, bring black bear and the others up…” 

“Brother… why don’t… I stay and help you…”Jack hesitated for a moment and said seriously. 

“Help my ass!”Pu Yunchuan rolled his eyes at him and said, “Hurry up and get lost…” 

Jack looked at Pu Yunchuan seriously and then looked at the black bear that had shrunk half of its body, 

so he said, “Brother, be careful. Don’t try to be brave…” 

As he said that, he did not delay and climbed up with black sheep and the injured black bear. Mirren and 

the others naturally did not delay and chose to retreat immediately. 



After everyone had left, Wesker looked at Pu Yunchuan and said, “What should we do?” 

Chapter 504: Showing Off (Part Two) 

 

“What should we do?”Wesker looked at the soldiers who were constantly being captured and asked 

anxiously. 

Pu Yunchuan looked at the monster carefully and said in a low voice, “I’ll go up. You see what the 

situation is…” 

“Eh?”Wesker was stunned when he heard that. He felt that the other party’s plan was very simple and 

crude, so he quickly asked, “You… What are you going to do?” 

“Find a weakness to fight…”Pu Yunchuan narrowed his eyes and said, “My teacher said that every 

creature has a physical weakness. Sometimes, the weakness of something that looks very exaggerated 

will be very obvious.” 

 

“Weakness?”Wesker immediately frowned. If there was such a thing, would he have waited until now? 

This monster was so big that its diameter was probably more than 100 meters. Moreover, it was just a 

piece of meat without any normal organs. Under such circumstances, it was impossible to analyze where 

its vital parts were… Just now, he had tried to slash a few sword auras at the monster from afar, but only 

a small piece of meat on the monster’s meat did not move. Clearly, the damage it caused was limited… 

… 

If he could see its vital parts, it would be morning… 

Looking at the other party’s expression, pu Yunchuan narrowed his eyes and said, “The teacher who 

taught me to fight once said that when facing an alien creature, we should not rely on the familiar body 

structure to make judgments. This monster’s weakness is not difficult to find. If you look closely at its 

suckers, the flow when it sucks on its prey is very obvious…”. “…” 

Wesker was stunned when he heard that. Then, he took a closer look and found that it was true. 

Because this piece of meat was soft, when it was sucking on the soldier’s body fluid, the squirming lines 

in its body were quite obvious. All the things that the suckers were sucking on… It was very obvious that 

they were all converging in one place… 

Moreover, when he took a closer look, that place was continuously delivering nutrients to the treant 

umbilical cord on the surface… 

“I see…”Wesker’s mind jolted when he saw it clearly. Just as he was about to make a move, Pu 

Yunchuan pressed down on his shoulder. 

“Let me do it. This monster’s body is too big. If it doesn’t succeed in one go and goes crazy, I’m afraid 

that none of the soldiers below will survive…”Pu Yunchuan said faintly. 



Wesker frowned. He felt that the other party’s words sounded a little harsh. Didn’t this mean that he 

had a greater grasp of the situation if he made a move. ‘this brat is a little arrogant…’. … 

Just as he was about to turn around and refute, he suddenly realized that he was completely unable to 

move after being held down by Pu Yunchuan… … 

Wesker was shocked. He was not a strength-type knight, but he had never encountered such a situation 

where he could not move while being held down by a single hand in his entire life… 

‘this fellow…’. 

“I’ll go first. You should pay attention to the situation and support…” 

As soon as he finished his words, Wesker felt a weight on his shoulder. Then, an explosion-like sound 

came from the side! 

Wesker hurriedly turned around and found that Pu Yunchuan was no longer there. Correspondingly, Pu 

Yunchuan had been stomped into a huge hole on the rock wall just now, a spider web-like crack had 

appeared on the entire wall with a diameter of ten meters. This astonishing stomping force caused 

Wesker to be instantly shocked, and he immediately felt as if he was looking in the direction of the 

underground monster! 

With a stomp from Pu Yunchuan, he was like a cannonball as he charged towards the vital parts of the 

monster. That piece of meat seemed to have also noticed where Pu Yunchuan had charged over, and 

instantly let out a terrified howl. Then, that piece of meat shrunk, countless meat spikes shot into the 

sky and stabbed towards Pu Yunchuan’s position! 

Pu Yunchuan’s spear turned into countless silver lights and shattered the protruding meat spikes. When 

the monster saw this, it became even more terrified. However, the disadvantage of being too big was 

instantly exposed. It was obvious that it was unable to dodge Pu Yunchuan’s attack, the treemen also 

rushed over like a swarm of bees to act as a wall of meat. However, Pu Yunchuan’s spear was like a meat 

grinder as it instantly shattered the treemen blocking it. The spear hit their vital parts! 

With a bang, Wesker, who was in the distance, heard an obvious sound of shattering. That sound felt 

like glass shattering, followed by the Monster’s miserable howl! 

The soldiers who were suffering below were also attracted by this, and immediately raised their heads 

to look over. From their perspective, Pu Yunchuan was like a god of war, unstoppable, and overcame 

numerous obstacles.., with one strike, the seemingly invincible behemoth fell to the ground! 

Pu Yunchuan’s spear hit the monster’s energy core, which was a crystal-like thing. After being violently 

destroyed by Pu Yunchuan, the energy exploded, and in an instant, the large piece of flesh was blown 

into pieces. The monster’s purplish-red blood shot up into the sky like a fountain. After the wailing 

sound, everyone saw the Behemoth, which was hundreds of meters in size, collapse to the ground like a 

pile of rotten meat, constantly twitching… 

Meanwhile, the rampaging tree monsters and tentacle-like suckers instantly shriveled, letting out ear-

piercing howls before exploding on the spot… 



All the soldiers who had been in despair as if they had fallen into Hell were now staring at this scene in a 

daze. The space suddenly became deathly silent… 

Everyone looked at each other in a daze. They could hear the thumping of their own heartbeats after 

surviving this disaster… 

“URGH… damn it, disgusting, F * ck, Urgh…” 

The silence did not last long before it was broken by a discordant voice. The man who had been emitting 

the most dazzling light in the Shura Hell was now lying on the ground, vomiting profusely. He was like a 

newbie who had just entered the battlefield… 

After everyone was stunned for a moment, they immediately let out a roar as if they were venting their 

anger. Pu Yunchuan was startled by the sudden wails of the crowd. Before he could react, he was 

surrounded by the crowd, grabbed, and thrown into the air! 

“Hey, Hey, stop throwing, i… Ugh…” 

This was the first time in Pu Yunchuan’s life that he had been treated like this. To be honest, he felt an 

inexplicable excitement in his heart. Unfortunately, it was not the right time. At this moment, Pu 

Yunchuan’s stomach was churning, how could he withstand this kind of throwing? He threw his head 

back and vomited all over his face. 

And the crowd in this flesh and blood but completely do not care Pu Yunchuan spit out the foreign body, 

still excitedly celebrating. 

And in the rock wall above, looking at all the support of Pu Yunchuan, looked at the boy useless 

appearance, Wesker could not help a burst of laughter. 

Then, looking up at the starry sky beyond the crater, he murmured, “I was wrong, Lord Isabelle…” 

——– — 

“I can’t believe a level four monster has appeared so soon…”seer muttered to herself as she watched 

the video transmitted by the AI and the monster that Pu Yunchuan had defeated in the video… . . 

The Black Rock Forest is definitely at the edge of the mutant energy radiation, which is a low-intensity 

area, as Isabelle predicted, but this is where monsters of this level have been born. Then, it was even 

harder to imagine what kind of things were in the central area… 

The evolution ability of the map of the Black Goat was beyond Seer’s imagination. She felt that this was 

definitely not an ordinary map of the black goat. At this speed, if she added some special methods, it 

would probably be less than three years… It was not uncommon for monsters above level 10 to appear… 

… 

She had to speed up the progress of the players. Seer sighed to herself. Otherwise, she might really have 

to give up on the New World… 

Chapter 505: As Long As I don’t die, I’ll definitely protect you! 

 



“Sir, do… do we really have to continue?” 

In the temporary tent, Mirren sat on the ground and looked at Wesker in shock… 

Wesker looked at him and sighed in his heart when he saw his expression… … 

Looking at his anxious expression, Wesker knew that this guy was almost crippled. Perhaps his legs could 

still be healed if he met a brilliant mage… However, his courage that belonged to a knight was 

completely gone. Wesker could foresee that this guy would not have any thoughts of going out to 

explore when he returned. Perhaps he would choose to give up the knight sword in his hand forever… 

 

In fact, Wesker was right. That was what Mirren was thinking in his heart. He only wanted to escape 

back to Gondolin as soon as possible. When he returned, he would apply to become an internal affairs 

officer. What Knight’s honor, what courage… All of that was Bullsh * T. He swore that he did not want to 

see that asura-like scene from yesterday again… 

There were many other people who were in the same mood as Mirren. Wesker walked out of the tent 

and looked at the soldiers who were packing up their supplies. It was very obvious that this team had 

completely lost their vitality after the attack yesterday… 

The situation was more serious than he had imagined… 

Due to Pu Yunchuan’s heroic performance in killing that terrifying monster, the loss of the team this 

time was actually not as great as he had imagined. According to the statistics from the quartermaster 

this morning, there were only about 100 soldiers who had died in battle, although there were more than 

1,000 injured soldiers, most of them were fine. According to the statistics from the quartermaster, there 

were only about 100 to 200 soldiers like Millen who had lost an arm or a leg, or black bear who was 

almost half paralyzed. In other words, more than 80% of the entire team still maintained their combat 

strength… 

But the morale was too low… 

At this moment, when he looked over, the soldiers in the entire military camp were like walking corpses. 

Their expressions were numb, and they looked completely different from the group of people who were 

full of vigor when they left for the battle… … 

Wesker’s brows were tightly knitted. The morale was so low. Forcefully continuing the mission was 

extremely risky, but was this mission going to be abandoned just like that? 

How was he going to report back? They hadn’t even entered the black stone forest when they were 

scared shitless by the monster that rushed out of it and went home? 

To be honest, he really didn’t have the face to go back and say such a result in front of Isabelle… 

Just as he was sighing, there was suddenly a commotion in the crowd. The originally numb-faced 

soldiers suddenly began to discuss among themselves. Wesker looked up curiously when he saw this. 

Then, he saw the dirty-looking Pu Yunchuan trotting over from afar… 



Most of the people in the army had seen Pu Yunchuan’s heroic performance yesterday. Those who did 

not see it had obviously heard from their comrades about what kind of heroic deed Pu Yunchuan had 

done yesterday… 

Even though Pu Yunchuan looked like he was in a sorry state, no one dared to look down on him. They 

all stood up straight and saluted… 

“Hey, that… Old Wei, when do we set off?”Pu Yunchuan greeted Wesker from afar. 

Old Wei… 

Wesker’s face twitched. He felt that the way he addressed him was weird. Miren, who was in the tent, 

was about to scold Pu Yunchuan out of reflex when he suddenly reacted and choked back. 

He had also heard about Pu Yunchuan’s unbelievable performance yesterday. He had single-handedly 

killed such a terrifying monster. No matter how he thought about it, he felt that it should not be 

something that greasy fatty could do. However, after so many people saw it yesterday… He had no 

choice but to believe it… 

The other party had a very high prestige in the team. If he were to provoke him now, he would be 

inviting trouble… … Everything would have to wait until he returned to Gondolin… 

“I heard from Jack that there is a small river in that black stone forest. Let’s hurry up and set off. That 

thing yesterday was too disgusting. The strange smell from my body has made me unable to sleep for 

the entire night. Let’s set off early and find that river to wash up…” 

Wesker:”…” 

The expressions of the many soldiers froze when they heard that. When Mirren heard that the other 

party actually wanted to continue walking in, his face instantly turned pale with fright. He hurriedly said, 

“Who said that we still have to set off? Under the current situation, of course, we should retreat first 

and make a long-term plan…” 

“What the F * ck…”. Pu Yunchuan was instantly amused. “How long have we been out for?” “? We’ve 

brought a few months’worth of supplies and the best equipment in the city. During the expedition, you 

walked at the front with your head held high like a F * cking rooster. In the end, we’ve only been out for 

a day, and we can’t even walk into the forest. Now You’re telling me that we should retreat and have a 

long-term plan?” “? Are you kidding me?” 

“You…”Mirren’s face was flushed red by the other party’s words, but he couldn’t say anything tough for 

a long time. After all, the other party was right and powerful, so he couldn’t be tough even if he wanted 

to… … 

Wesker looked at Pu Yunchuan. The other party had said what he wanted to say the most, but although 

Milun was weak, he represented the hearts of most of the soldiers. And although Pu Yunchuan was 

right, he might not necessarily be supported… 

Sure enough, most of the soldiers chose to remain silent, and the scene instantly became abnormally 

quiet… 



Pu Yunchuan also sensed the atmosphere. He turned around to look at the soldiers, and at a glance, all 

of the soldiers lowered their heads, not daring to look directly at him, pu Yunchuan was stunned for a 

moment and said, “You guys… Don’t tell me all of you want to go back in such a shameful manner?” 

Everyone immediately lowered their heads even more. When Milun saw this, he immediately sneered in 

his heart. He did not know how to comply with People’s wishes. So what if they were strong? They were 

still not popular… 

“Sir…”under Pu Yunchuan’s questioning, one of the soldiers finally mustered up his courage and said, 

“It’s so dangerous. Is there really a need for us to continue?” 

Pu Yunchuan stared fixedly at the other party. “If you’re afraid of danger, what kind of soldier are you?” 

“Aren’t our lives as soldiers our lives?”The soldier retorted excitedly. 

The moment these words were said, the surrounding soldiers also raised their heads to look at Pu 

Yunchuan. Wesker frowned. If this continued, it was likely that something would happen. Just as he was 

about to open his mouth to stop Pu Yunchuan, he spoke first… 

“Are you cherishing your lives now? “In the city, knowing that you are going out to take risks, the 

citizens rushed to make quilts and military rations for you day and night. I’ve seen dozens of families 

that tore off their cotton clothes to make quilts for you. They were so cold that they jumped up, but 

because their cotton clothes could be commandeered by you, they were so excited that their faces were 

flushed, as if they had received a lot of affirmation. When you left the city, you all acted like dogs, 

wearing the armor that your teammates put together for you. You looked awe-inspiring. How many girls 

secretly gave you sweaters? “How many children have thrown flowers at you? “If you didn’t know that 

you were trying your best to give them hope, why do you think you have the right to enjoy such a 

status?” 

Everyone:”…” 

“You chose the path of eating with your heads held high. Are You Afraid of something now? “Do you 

want to go back?”Pu Yunchuan said gloomily, “Go back for what? “Tell those kids who idolize you that 

you’re scared shitless, and you came back before you even stepped into the woods? “If I knew you guys 

were such softies, I would have saved you yesterday…”. “…” 

Everyone looked at each other when they heard that, and for a moment, they looked even more guilty… 

“…”. 

“But…”the soldier blushed and stuttered, “But… the things in the woods are too strange. Sir, you’re very 

powerful, but can you save us three or four times at once?” 

“As long as you have some face and dare to follow me… I Promise You!”Pu Yunchuan looked at the 

crowd and said solemnly, “No matter how many times, I will risk my life to save you! !” 

The soldiers were stunned when they heard that. Their numb expressions clearly showed a hint of 

blood. 

Pu Yunchuan continued, “I can understand if you are afraid, but no matter how strange and terrifying 

those things are, can you hide forever? “Right now, these things are everywhere outside. If you don’t 



look for them, they will come looking for you one day. If you can hide back in Gondolin now, where will 

you hide when they come to Gondolin one day? “Will you hide behind those women and children who 

worship you?” 

Everyone was stunned. The confusion in their eyes slowly dissipated. Yes… “…”. If these things get into 

Gondolin one day, where will they go? 

“I don’t have the face to go back… . Pu Yunchuan patted the sticky flesh on his body and said, “If any of 

you want to go back, go back yourself. I still say, if you have any shame, go with me. As long as I don’t 

die, I will protect you!” 

Chapter 506: Full of tricks 

 

“He’s improved a little…”Xi ye looked at the video and nodded at Pu Yunchuan’s performance. Then, she 

asked, “Could it be that Isabelle arranged this speech for him in advance?” 

AI replied, “From the surveillance, it shouldn’t be. All the players don’t know about the situation being 

monitored, so there shouldn’t be any secret operations…” 

“I feel like it’s a little fake…”Xi ye knocked on the table out of habit. “Where do you think he learned 

these words from?” 

Ai: “Middle School anime, middle school novels, and forum trash-talking…” 

 

Xi Ye: “How’s the effect?” 

AI: “From the surveillance footage, it looks alright. Most of the soldiers are willing to continue their 

journey. A small group of soldiers are hesitant and are arranged to escort the injured disabled soldiers 

back…”. :. “From the looks of it, Pu Yunchuan’s performance has already been acknowledged by the 

soldiers. As long as we can smoothly bring back the results, I believe that we will slowly be able to stand 

firm in the Army…”. .. 

Seer nodded. As a combat player, how to position oneself in one’s own faction? Pu Yunchuan’s example 

was a good example for the majority of the players. It had a great promotional and demonstration 

significance. After all, most players were just ordinary people in the past. It was necessary to have some 

excellent examples of how to quickly adapt to their own roles… 

“Lord, Karakorum’s mystical realm has been abnormal for more than a month…”AI reminded him of 

another urgent matter… … 

Xi Ye sighed slightly. He had gone to the outer perimeter of the mystical realm with the permission of 

the ancestor of Karakorum. After all, Karakorum itself was very worried about the safety of its core 

disciples. It was too abnormal for the mystic realm to be sealed for more than a month… 

However, Xi Ye found that there was a very strong power of laws in the outer region. She did not know 

how strong it was, but she definitely could not enter it. In other words, it was at least level five and 



above, xi Ye was very surprised that a low-level demon planet could possess the power of laws above 

level five. 

Generally speaking, the laws that appeared in a place were those of a religious civilization. Only 

primitive gods formed through faith would form some incomplete laws in a place, such as the god of 

time, the god of Earth, and so on, in terms of the strength of the laws, it was naturally very difficult for 

these aboriginal gods to compare to seer and the other regular deity lords who had gone through 

systematic training. 

After all, they had paid so many training fees, right? 

In comparison, if the local gods formed by the indigenous gods wanted to be on par with a regular deity, 

they had to be at least stronger than a level-three life form. In other words, behind the laws of this 

Kunlun mystic realm… There was at least an unknown existence above level-eight… 

This made Xi ye somewhat worried… 

There was only a mysterious undead lord in the New Territories, and there might be an indigenous life 

form above level eight in the D sphere. This caused many unknown variables to appear in the original 

development process, is this the Chinese word for good things to come to an end? 

“Continue to keep a close eye on these two player forces. Their success has a positive impact on the 

base, but try not to interfere as long as there are no major problems…” 

Intelligencer: “Good Lord…” 

———- 

As smart said, Pu Yunchuan because of the performance in the past two days in the Wesker team is now 

very popular, even can be compared with Wesker… 

When Mirren realized this situation, he became even more determined to return to Gondolin. The news 

that he had advocated abandoning the soldiers and escaping that day was spread by the soldiers, now, 

most of the soldiers in the camp looked at him coldly. 

Mirren felt wronged. At that time, most of the survivors on the cliff wanted to escape, including Wesker. 

But now, it was as if that shameful act was his own idea… 

Now that he had lost a leg, if he continued to follow the team, not only would it be more dangerous, he 

would definitely not get anything good. He might as well go back quickly and report his thoughts to Lady 

Isabelle… 1 

That fatty called Yun Chuan was clearly stronger than the general, yet he pretended to be an ordinary 

soldier and hid by Lady Isabelle’s side. He definitely had some ulterior motive. He had to go back and 

report everything to Lady Isabelle! So that Lady Isabelle could see this fellow’s face clearly! 

Isabelle was a wise noble. She would definitely not be deceived by this insidious fellow like these one-

track-minded soldiers! 

After thinking it through, Millon seemed to be very obedient these two days. He was assigned to the 

disabled soldiers under his command. During this period, he did not provoke Pu Yunchuan again… 



After distributing the supplies and escorting the soldiers, Pu Yunchuan’s group and Millon’s group were 

completely divided into two groups. Pu Yunchuan was in a particularly good mood when he thought that 

he would not have to see that hairy guy later on in the journey. 

However, he could not show it at this moment because Jack and the others were comforting the black 

bear that was about to be brought back. 

At this moment, half of the black bear’s body had shrunk. One of its hands and one of its feet had shrunk 

to the size of a short radish. Its face was also half normal and half like a dried up tree bark. It looked 

quite terrifying. 

Regarding his appearance, which was neither human nor ghost, the black bear’s emotions could be said 

to be quite broken. Jack had found out several times that he wanted to commit suicide, but he had 

stopped him in time… 

Black Bear was even more unwilling when he heard that he would be sent back. He choked and said, 

“Brother, let me stay. I’d rather die here than go back and become a cripple…” 

He looked at Pu Yunchuan with a longing expression. With Pu Yunchuan’s current status, as long as he 

talked to Wesker, the possibility of leaving black bear was very high… 

Pu Yunchuan glanced at him and said in a daze, “In your current situation, staying here is a burden. We 

still have to divert our attention to take care of you…” 

Black Bear’s expression immediately darkened when he heard that. He smiled bitterly and said, “That’s 

true…” 

Jack and the others frowned as they looked at Pu Yunchuan. They felt that this brother was a little too 

realistic… 

“Then let’s end this…”black bear pleaded, “I really don’t want to go back and torment myself with this 

ghastly appearance.” 

“Brother, you…”Jack was anxious when he saw this, he was about to persuade him, but black bear 

interrupted him, “Brother, don’t say anymore. You’ve seen my appearance. I even need someone to 

take care of me when I Poop and Pee. I’m no different from a cripple. I still have you guys to take care of 

me here. When I go back, I won’t have any relatives or children. Won’t I just rot at home? I Won’t be 

able to endure for long… “…” 

The people around fell silent when they heard that. The other party’s words were very sad, but it was 

the truth… “…”. 

“What are you panicking for? Won’t you be a hero once you go back and get cured?”Pu Yunchuan curled 

his lips and said. 

The people around were stunned. Black Bear was also stunned for a moment, then he smiled bitterly 

and said, “Sir, you’re joking. How else can I be cured with my appearance?” 

“Who said that I can’t be cured? Doesn’t Isabel have a mage there? Let me tell you, that mage is very 

capable. He will definitely be able to cure you…” 



“My Lord, you don’t have to comfort me…”black bear said dejectedly. 

“I’m not comforting you…”Pu Yunchuan said seriously, “My injuries were much worse than yours in the 

past, but I was cured by him. Not only was I cured, my body was also much stronger than before…”Pu 

Yunchuan said as he bent his arm, the makeup spell was broken, revealing the Green Titan’s thick arm. 

“My body is different from yours. It’s not a mutation, but it was modified by that Mage…” 

“What?”The surrounding people were stunned. Black Bear’s eyes lit up. “Is that true?” 

“Of course it’s true!”Pu Yunchuan said confidently. “You see, I’ve never cultivated combat aura before. 

Why Am I so strong?” 

Everyone came to a sudden realization when they heard this. They thought to themselves, ‘so that’s 

how it is…’. 

Black Bear became excited. “Sir, you didn’t frame me, did you?” 

“Frame you for what?”Pu Yunchuan rolled his eyes. “It’s not like I ate too much. You can go back in 

peace. After you go back, go directly to the old mage in the iron house and say that I recommended you. 

He will help you…”. “…” 

After a pause, he said, “But this matter hasn’t been made public yet. After you’re cured, don’t spread it 

around…” 

Hearing this, black bear nodded excitedly! 

Upon seeing this, Pu Yunchuan secretly heaved a sigh of relief. He thought to himself, ‘the second thing 

that Isabelle asked me to do, it seems that there won’t be much of a problem…’. … 

Biological evolution experiments required volunteers. Under normal circumstances, if ordinary soldiers 

were to be used for experiments, they would definitely encounter resistance. Before coming here, 

Isabelle had already told him that if he wanted to popularize the biological experiments in the Zu’an 

civilization.., they had to let the public see the benefits. The first batch of volunteers had to be arranged 

as soon as possible. 

And obviously, black bear and the soldiers who were injured and crippled were the most ideal first batch 

of volunteers… … 

Chapter 507: Miserable Father and son 

 

“This is roughly what happened…”after returning to the city, Mirren explained the process of the 

soldiers being injured. 

However, it was naturally a modified version. First of all, it did not mention that the military camp did 

not have any warning because they deliberately targeted Pu Yunchuan that night. After that, Mirren did 

not suggest giving up on the soldiers in the deep pit to escape, of course, Milon couldn’t hide the fact 

that Pu Yunchuan was the one who saved the people in the deep pit. 



“But sir, although it was Yunchuan who killed that monster this time, there are a lot of suspicious 

points…”Milon said seriously. 

“Oh?”In the mayor’s office, Isabelle, who was reading official documents and listening to his report, 

suddenly paused. She gently put down the quill in her hand and looked up at him. “What do you mean?” 

 

Mirren’s heart jumped slightly, and he was secretly a little excited. Lady Isabelle’s pair of ice-blue eyes 

were really as beautiful as diamonds. Combined with her overall temperament, she was really 

incomparably noble… 

“The first thing is Yunchuan’s strength!”Mirren hurriedly said, “This guy doesn’t have any dou qi, but he 

has the strength of a general of the empire. Moreover, he seems to know where the weakness of that 

monster is…” 

“You mean to say that he is connected with those monsters?”Isabelle looked at him with a half-smile. 

Mirren quickly lowered his head and said, “Sir, I don’t mean to maliciously doubt my fellow countrymen, 

but he is really too strange. Think about it, the reason why our empire can stand shoulder to shoulder 

with the orc warriors in close combat is because of the dwarf master, Reyder.”. Copper Beard proposed 

the method of combat aura. For thousands of years, it was also because of this method that the humans 

were able to produce an empire knight who could contend with the elite Orc warriors. However, Pu 

Yunchuan’s physical strength alone was able to produce such an effect, and…”. “…” 

“And what?”Seeing that the other party deliberately stopped here, Isabelle also cooperated with him 

and asked. 

“He is no different from the orc race…”Mirren said in a deep voice. 

He stopped abruptly and deliberately left some room for imagination. Many people suspected that this 

mutation was the work of the orcs, and Pu Yunchuan’s strange strength was so similar to that of the 

orcs. Could it be… … 

“You’re quite sharp…”Isabelle smiled. 

“I don’t dare… I’m just speculating… This needs to be verified…”Mirren quickly said, thinking that he only 

needed to plant a seed of doubt in the other party’s heart… … 

“Your personality is quite similar to your father’s…”Isabelle suddenly said. 

“UH…”Mirren was stunned, not understanding why she suddenly mentioned his father, so he carefully 

said, “Are you familiar with my father, sir?” 

“Familiar… how can I not be familiar?”Isabelle’s smile suddenly became a little playful, “I was also at the 

scene during the Black River Battle…” 

Millon paused for a moment because his father died in the Battle of Black River. But then his eyes lit up. 

He remembered that Isabelle’s most famous battle was the Battle of Black River! 

Could it be that they were comrades in arms. Or perhaps it was even deeper… … 



After all, although his father had a family, he was also a romantic… 

But what if Isabelle was really his father’s lover? What should he do? 

This taboo was really troublesome… 

While he was thinking, Isabelle suddenly looked at him with a strange expression. “What are you 

thinking about? Why do you have such a strange expression?” 

“Oh, no, no…”Mirren quickly shook his head. “I… I was thinking. I didn’t expect that Father and Sir had 

fought against the orcs together. Sir is now famous…” 

“But your father is dead, right?”Isabelle suddenly said. 

“Eh? No, no, no, I didn’t mean that…”Mirren quickly waved his hand. 

“Actually, you are right…”Isabelle said faintly. 

Right? Mirren was stunned and thought to himself, is my father really having an affair with Isabelle? 

“I did have something to do with your father’s death…” 

“Oh? So that’s how it is. Actually, it’s not… Eh?”Mirren’s expression suddenly froze. “Sir, what did you 

say?” 

Isabelle looked at him with a smile. “Back then, I was still a colonel, but my strength was already that of 

a general. I led my soldiers to fight against the Blackrock tribe and won four battles. At that time, I was 

extremely prestigious under Duke Uzel, but at that time, your father, who was the deputy of the Duke, 

was suspicious. He thought that it was unusual for a young colonel like me to have the strength of a 

general. Moreover, every battle seemed to predict the movements of the beastmen, so he began to 

investigate me and even reported his suspicions to Duke Uzel…”. “…” 

Hearing this, Mirren’s back broke out in cold sweat, and his lips began to tremble… … 

“Your father suspected me, but he never suspected the duke. He didn’t even think about it. Although 

every time I seemed to be able to predict the deployment of the orcs, the battlefield route was assigned 

to the commander of that battle, Lord Uzi. If it wasn’t for his cooperation, how would I be able to go to 

the route I wanted every time?” 

* thud! * ! 

Hearing this, Mirren lost his grip on his walking stick and fell to the ground. 

“You and your father are really alike…”. Isabelle looked at Mirren who was sitting on the ground in shock 

and smiled, “I brought Yunchuan here and recommended him to join your team. If he is in cahoots with 

those monsters, have you ever wondered if I have any problems?” 

“Big… Big… Lord!”Mirren quickly rolled up and lay on the ground, almost with a sobbing voice: “Lord 

Spare my life, I am willing to serve you, I will never tell! !” 

“Alas…”said Isabel, looking at him with a sigh, “Even the manner in which he begs for mercy is the 

same…” 



Mirren felt a chill run down his spine when he heard that. The meaning behind the other party’s words 

was obvious. His father had begged for mercy before, but his father had died there… … 

“You’re just like your father, both of you have pretty good sharp senses. What a pity…”Isabelle slowly 

took out her sword. … 

“No… Don’t, sir…”Mirren knocked his head with all his might. … … But he knew in his heart that at this 

point, there was basically no hope for his survival… … 

Looking at the moment when Isabelle raised her sword high, Mirren’s body froze on the spot. He 

suddenly remembered the sigh his mother had for him when he was young… … 

When he was young, his mother had sighed, saying that he was like his father who liked to play tricks 

and was easily jealous of others… 

At that moment, he suddenly understood the cause of his father’s death. In fact, his father was just like 

him and did not have any sharp senses. The reason why he suspected that person was just pure malice. 

Back then, his father was jealous of Isabelle, and he was jealous of Pu Yunchuan. He did not expect that 

he would stab him in the wrong place… … 

That was why, even though he had a bright future ahead of him, why would he target a person who 

actually had no conflict of interest with him? 

At the moment when the longsword slashed down, Mirren glanced at the beautiful face again and 

thought to himself, ‘did my father have the same thoughts as me before he died?’? 

Hehe… 

———- — 

“Did Yunchuan recommend you to come?”Su Changyun looked at the half-crippled black bear outside 

the miniature base and asked. 

“Yes, sir…”black bear looked at the legendary wizard with a hopeful gaze and said weakly, “Can I recover 

from my condition?” 

“Of course!”The developers all smiled gently. “Don’t worry, we’ll definitely make you better!” 

They were secretly excited. Ah, the first sample had finally arrived! 

Chapter 508: the risk of hitching a ride 

 

“How’s the situation?”After dealing with Mirren, Isabelle got her people to pack up and went straight to 

the miniature base. 

Ran Xiaojuan rubbed her hands excitedly and said, “It’s going very smoothly. We can start the 

experiment soon!” 

When she was in the main base, her research topic was the biological genes. After that, the laboratory 

recruited a few high-level researchers from Houston. Although these people only had the bloodline of a 



developer.., however, because they were researchers in the cutting-edge field, they were very quick to 

get started. The first phase of the project, which simulated the cooperation of a few people, was very 

successful. This also caused her to be full of confidence! 

After the little cabbage faction displayed their military strength, they had been thinking about how to 

temporarily increase the combat ability of the base’s monarch. 

 

Different from the little cabbage faction, although Su Changyun was also a flower spirit, his level was far 

from that of little cabbage. According to reliable sources, little cabbage was at least a flower spirit of 

level 4 and above. Its level was far behind the many flower spirits. Most of the flower spirits in the base 

were just messing around in the past. They had not undergone any mental training, and their strength 

had not improved much after they transformed… 

Su Changyun was the same. He was only a level 2 flower spirit now, and just nurturing earth spirits that 

could nurture the land was already difficult enough. It was obviously unrealistic for him to nurture large-

scale fire spirits and gold spirits in a short period of time to upgrade his equipment like the cabbage 

faction. 

Moreover, the Zu’an civilization was different from the wood elf civilization. It was not a civilization that 

relied on the elemental elves to grow, and spending too many resources on this was obviously not 

worth it. 

The Zu’an civilization had to take advantage of the Zu’an civilization. The Zu’an civilization was a 

biochemical type of radical civilization, and it was their specialty to use various biological gene 

combinations to strengthen life forms. 

In the past few days, ran Xiaojuan and the developers who had just been recruited had been studying 

through the night, analyzing the genetic variants on most of the mutated soldiers… 

The current mutation of the map of the black goat was very beneficial to their civilization. If they used it 

well, they could obtain a large number of basic templates for the variants. 

“A total of 94 people have signed up, and every variant of the genetic devil is almost different… Ran 

Xiaojuan said excitedly, “For example, the guy who just came to sign up. His body is full of hair, and he 

looks like a black bear. The genes in his body have already been infected by more than half of the bear 

genes, and his cells are very active. Under such circumstances, it is very likely that he will be able to 

complete the evolution of the gene sequence No. 3 or No. 6 that we have studied before, and not the 

half-finished product now!” 

“What’s the difference?”Isabelle asked curiously. 

“Of course there’s a difference!”Ran Xiaojuan said excitedly, “The strengthening of soldiers now is due 

to the invasion of external energy, which violently disrupted their original gene sequence. That’s why 

this kind of body mutation is produced. However, because this way of disrupting the genome is too 

barbaric, it’s very easy to distort on the path of evolution and become a failure. This includes losing 

intelligence and becoming a biochemical monster that only has the instincts of a beast, or simply being 

completely erased by external genes and becoming a distorted body… “…”. It was similar to what Pu 



Yunchuan had encountered this time, and our genetic sequences were controlled by scientific research… 

“…” 

“Wait… are you saying that the mutated citizens in the city might turn into monsters that have lost their 

humanity?”Isabelle was stunned. 

“More or less…”. Ran Xiaojuan smiled and said, “Most of them are only level zero lifeforms, how could 

they withstand such a strong mutated energy “Violent external genes will definitely take over the 

magpie’s nest. It’s just a matter of time. Don’t you see that many soldiers’personalities are already very 

different from before?” 

“You should have said this earlier…”Isabelle frowned slightly, if this was the case, the experiment this 

time should not be so rushed. Because if there were too many examples of failure in this experiment, it 

would result in the opposite effect, then, the road to quickly getting the people to approve of the 

biochemical experiment would be greatly increased. 

If she had known that time was so urgent, she would have prepared more to increase the error 

tolerance rate of the first experiment… 

At this thought, Isabelle glared at ran Xiaojuan. Seeing this, ran Xiaojuan quickly stuck out her tongue. 

Apparently, the other party had guessed that she wanted to do the experiment quickly, so she did not 

report this matter at the beginning… 

“You’d better succeed in one try, or else…”Isabelle looked at this self-made guy and said fiercely. 

“Don’t worry, we have quietly prepared this experiment, and the success rate is as high as 80% …”ran 

Xiaojuan rubbed her hands and laughed. “There will definitely be no problem!” 

“Hehe…”Isabelle sneered, it was not as if she had not been exposed to the fanatical mages of the 

empire. She knew that such a person’s assurance of probability was not to be trusted even with a 

punctuation mark. But one in a hundred accidents happens… . . 

Better Luck this time… 

Isabelle prayed in silence. 

———— — 

“My Liege, isn’t it a little… Is that too much? In fact, we can provide some more stable low-level genes to 

help them get through this… .” 

Seer shook her head. “With a ready-made template, it will dampen their enthusiasm for research and 

development. It will also make it easier for them to rely on the existing gene pool in the general base. 

You also know that relying too much on federally patterned genes is not a long-term path after all… “…” 

In fact, in the universe, those forces that mainly relied on biological evolution would rarely use the 

federation’s template-based genes. Although the federation’s genes had undergone countless eras of 

experiments and were the most stable.., however, because they were too stable, they had lost many 

possibilities. 



For example, the low-level genes that AI mentioned earlier would forever be low-level. Once they used 

this type of gene, the upper limit would be restricted to death. Moreover, it would affect several 

generations of future generations, this was not worth it for a biological power. 

Moreover, the cost of high-level gene cultivation was high. Naturally, it would not be able to spread to 

the citizens. Otherwise, there would not be so many bloodlines in the universe. 

Regarding Isabel’s decision to choose the Zu’an Civilization at the strategic point, Seer was very 

supportive of it. Although the risk was great, it was accompanied by a huge reward! 

Once the Black Goat’s energy experiment was successful, it would be equivalent to giving someone a 

free ride. It was very likely that the local people would evolve from level 0 to level 2 or even higher, 

moreover, it could also produce many outstanding combat strength in a short period of time. 

This kind of opportunity was not very common, of course… … If you were to experiment in someone 

else’s Black Goat’s map and did not know the energy sequence combination formula in the map, 

recklessly using someone else’s energy to carry out the experiment was extremely risky, especially for a 

newly established scientific research team.., the possibility of a setback was very high. 

However, Seer felt that this risk was still very necessary. Moreover, he also wanted to see if this race, 

which was once the strongest scientific research race in the universe and was known as the Creator 

Race’s bloodline, was as powerful as the rumors said… 

Chapter 509: No. 538: the only experimental subject, the black bear 

 

“Volunteers, please come in and prepare…”ran Xiaojuan frowned and announced the next entry. 

Due to the large number of disabled soldiers, there were actually quite a number of people who signed 

up for the experiment. However, after the announcement of the experiment the next day, many of the 

people who had signed up for the experiment began to refuse to come… 

It was unknown who started to spread the rumors of those crazy alchemists’abnormal human 

experiments in the city. All kinds of horrible experiments were spread around, it made the soldiers who 

had gathered their courage to do the experiment cower in fear. 

It was said that this rumor was spread by the mouth of an old man who was poisoned by a Bard’s 

biographical novel. After that, it was used by someone with good intentions and began to spread 

around. 

 

According to Isabelle, the person who spread the rumor in secret should be an old faction of the former 

City Lord. She would be the fastest to find out who it was… 

However, it was no longer important to ran Xiaojuan who was behind the spreading of the rumor. The 

key now was the issue of the limited number of test subjects… 

Ran Xiaojuan looked at the name list. The only person who could persist in coming to the laboratory to 

accept the experiment after the rumor broke out was actually this person nicknamed black bear… 



Looking at the big man who was being carried in with a perturbed expression, ran Xiaojuan took a slight 

breath. Without enough experimental subjects, the only volunteer was the only chance for her scientific 

research team to win the trust of the public. 

Once they failed, it would be very difficult to persuade people to come in as experimental subjects. 

However, if they used a coercive method, it would have a great impact on Isabelle’s next political steps… 

“SH * T… It’s good to have a spare one!”Ran Xiaojuan could not help but swear when she saw the black 

bear being carried in. 

The black bear lying on the bed trembled when he heard this, and he regretted coming here even 

more… … 

Originally… … Half of his body was paralyzed and lifeless. Although the rumors described the alchemists 

who experimented on human bodies as extremely evil, he still held a glimmer of hope and decided to 

take a gamble. At most, he would die… 

However, after he was carried into the laboratory, his previous courage began to be worn down bit by 

bit. The laboratory’s metal facilities were filled with a cold hue. In addition to the sharp instruments he 

saw along the way… Immediately, every cell in his body was repelling him… 

So… he was still afraid of death… 

After hearing what ran Xiaojuan said just now, he suddenly lost his previous courage and stammered, 

“I… Can I withdraw now?” 

Ran Xiaojuan: “F * ck off! !” 

Then, he injected a tranquilizer into her neck! ! ! 1 

Black Bear felt a chill run down his spine, and his consciousness started to blur. He knew that he was 

now a piece of meat on a chopping board. However, if he could die in his sleep, it would still be fine… … 

He vaguely heard the conversation between that irritable woman and someone else. 

“Dr. Ran, are we going to use the sixth gene sequence according to the original plan?” 

Ran Xiaojuan: “No, use the fourth gene sequence!” 

“But the error tolerance rate of the fourth gene sequence is very low!” 

Ran Xiaojuan: “If it’s low, then so be it. Since we’re going to bet, let’s bet on a bigger one! !” 

Bet on the coal! 

After black bear heard this conversation, he was incomparably anxious. Although he didn’t understand 

what the fourth gene sequence and the sixth gene sequence meant, from the meaning of the 

conversation, the former’s success rate was obviously higher. This damn woman.., it’s just like those 

alchemists who don’t take human life seriously! 

Want to struggle, but found themselves unable to move, even to speak can not do, no matter how hard 

can only allow the deep sleepy will cover themselves, finally fell into a deep sleep! 



——– 

After some time, the black bear slowly woke up from the darkness. To be honest, he had not slept so 

deeply for a long time. Since the mutation, he had been dreaming almost every night, and it was not a 

good dream. Most of the dreams were about him becoming a wild beast and eating Jack and the rest… 

At that moment, he first felt the satisfaction of a high-quality sleep. Then, a tearing pain came, and he 

almost jumped up with a roar! 

“Slow down, take a deep breath…” 

At this moment, a gentle voice came over. The voice was like gentle spring water, and the burning pain 

was obviously alleviated. 

Black Bear looked up and saw that the person who spoke was an old man. He looked a bit like the 

legendary alchemist in the rumors… 

The Old Man’s face was very amiable, and he emitted a kind of calm mental energy. This made black 

bear’s tensed nerves ease a lot, and he began to slowly adapt to the pain… 

He followed the voice and slowly breathed. As time passed, the pain became smaller and smaller… 

However, he realized that his breathing was very long. When he was in the army, he had also gone 

through deep breathing exercises and was very familiar with his lung capacity. However, he did not 

know if it was an illusion, but he kept feeling like he was a whale… One Breath seemed to be able to take 

a long, long time… 

After an unknown amount of time, the old man’s gentle voice sounded again, “Try to move a little. Slow 

down, don’t be too intense…” 

Black Bear moved his finger when he heard that. However, the moment he moved, a piercing pain 

immediately came. It was so painful that he could not help but break out in cold sweat. Su Yun, who was 

at the side, quickly comforted him, he told black bear to try to relax and encouraged him not to be afraid 

and to continue trying. 

However, in reality, black bear was not scared by the pain at all. On the contrary, he was anxious to 

continue trying because the finger he moved was his left finger. Before the experiment.., the left side of 

his body was already numb and paralyzed. He could not feel anything at all. Therefore, although the pain 

was intense, it made him extremely excited! 

He knew that this pain could very well mean that his symptoms had been cured! 

At the thought of this, he endured the pain and continued to move his second finger as much as 

possible… … 

“Slow down, soldier. Don’t be anxious. We have plenty of time…” 

With Old Su’s cooperation, black bear gradually regained control of his body amidst the long pain. He did 

not know how long it took, but he felt that it was a very long time. If someone said that he spent an 

entire day to stand up, they would probably believe it… 



But when he successfully stood up and stood in front of a mirror, he suddenly felt that the long pain was 

worth it… … 

Looking at himself in the mirror, black bear fell into a deep obsession! 

In the mirror, he no longer looked half-human and half-bear. His entire body had reverted back to a 

human body, but his physique was almost twice as big as before. He felt that his current height was at 

least 2.5 meters, and he was terrifyingly strong! 

The muscles in his body were as strong as steel bars, and his muscles and bones were many times 

thicker than before. It gave people an explosive sense of strength and beauty! 

To be honest, if he did not know that his reflection was in the mirror, he might have been mesmerized 

by the man in the mirror… … 

Too Manly! ! 

“How much longer do you want to look in the mirror?”A cold voice came from behind. Black Bear was 

stunned. He turned around and saw ran Xiaojuan, who was wearing a white coat, looking at him with a 

look of disdain. He immediately smiled embarrassedly and scratched his head… … 

He thought, what’s wrong with this woman? Doesn’t she feel such manly muscles. That gaze was no 

different from how she looked at him on the test bench before. It was as if she was looking at a lump of 

raw pork… 

“If you’ve seen enough, go back quickly. Come back on time tomorrow to test your body’s data!”Ran 

Xiaojuan waved her hand impatiently. 

“Er… come back tomorrow?”Black Bear looked at her in a daze. “Test… test what?” 

“Of course it’s your transformation!”Ran Xiaojuan looked at him with a smile. “The transformation of 

your body is much bigger than you think…” 

Black Bear looked at her eyes and his body suddenly shivered. For some reason, she looked so petite, as 

if he could turn her into minced meat with one punch, but that look in her eyes… It was as if he wanted 

to cut himself open before looking at him again. It made his whole body shiver… 

He thought to himself, ‘sure enough, alchemists are all a bunch of crazy freaks…’. … 

Chapter 510: changes in the black bear (Part One) 

 

It was already late at night when the black bear walked out of the laboratory. Due to the need to 

conserve resources in the city, most people did not light oil or wax at night. They went to their bunks 

early to warm themselves up, causing the entire city to be pitch black… … 

The black bear had originally hated this kind of pitch black night. However, after coming out of the 

laboratory, his mood was exceptionally different. After surviving a great disaster, he had a feeling of 

being reborn. He always felt that everything was pleasing to the eye, although it was pitch-black 

everywhere, he, as a boor, felt that the moonlight was exceptionally beautiful. 



Moreover, after the experiment, he felt that his body seemed to have become much stronger. Although 

he was wearing thin hemp clothes, he did not feel the cold at all. Thus, he strolled leisurely on the 

street… 

Just like that, he slowly strolled all the way to his former camp position. 

 

“Stop, who is it?” 

Just as he was approaching the camp, the patrolling soldiers in front of him quickly berated him… 

Black Bear looked up. The leader in front was no stranger. He was a captain called Zadeh in the city 

Lord’s army. It was said that he had excellent archery skills and was once highly regarded by the city lord 

as the captain of the city guards, he had the strength of a silver knight! 

However, he did not have a good impression of these city Lord’s personal army. Although they were all 

mutants now and they had fought together during the battle to eliminate the boa monster.., however, 

he still could not get close to these city Lord’s lackeys who had once despised them. 

Therefore, he did not intend to pay any attention to them. He raised his feet and walked towards his 

own tent. 

“Stop! !”Zadeh saw that a stranger had suddenly appeared in the camp and was already on high alert. 

Seeing that the other party did not listen to his warning, he did not hesitate any longer. He raised his 

hand and shot an arrow straight at him! 

An orange-yellow light flashed in the Black Bear’s eyes. He suddenly turned around and grabbed the 

crossbow arrow! ! 

All the soldiers were shocked. Their faces revealed an incredulous expression! 

The guards who were familiar with Zadeh knew that their lieutenant’s bow and arrows were extremely 

powerful. That bow was a point-pressing composite bow made by a dwarf craftsman, and it was 

extremely powerful.., they had seen their commander shoot a powerful Tauren’s head off with an arrow 

more than once! 

The other party actually caught it with his bare hands? 

Zadeh was also shocked by this scene. The target of his arrow was not to hurt anyone, but to shoot 

towards the ground in front of the other party. The original purpose was to intimidate the other party.., 

if the other party ignored the warning and escaped, Zadeh would kill him. 

However, although it was used as a warning and it was not aimed at anyone, he did not hold back in 

terms of strength. If this arrow hit the ground, it would definitely Pierce through the rocky ground and 

create a strong visual deterrent. 

However, he did not expect this tall man in front of him to directly grab it with his hand! 

Seeing this scene, he slowly pulled out the second arrow, and his expression became solemn… … 



“You City Lord Dog, do you want to die?”The black bear coldly looked at the other party, and that beast-

like aura instantly spread out. The aura of a person from afar made the dozen or so soldiers on the 

opposite side feel a chill run down their spines… … 

City Lord Dog? 

Zadeh was stunned. This title seemed to only be used by the mutated soldiers stationed abroad in the 

past, so he frowned and said, “You’re from the Old Camp?” 

Under Isabelle’s rearrangement, the former guards of the castellan and the soldiers stationed abroad 

were divided into two camps. In private, the newly formed guards of the castellan called the former 

soldiers from the old camp… 

“Why are you wandering around here at night without a uniform? Which Formation are you from? 

Report your name!”Zadeh said coldly. 

“None of your business!”Black bear grinned and said coldly. For some reason, he did not feel guilty at all 

when facing more than ten of Zadeh’s subordinates. He even had the desire to directly fuck them… 

“You’re very arrogant, Kid!”Zadeh’s face was ashen. The other party was indeed capable of receiving his 

arrow with his bare hands. It seemed that he had deliberately come to provoke him today. He was just 

about to make a move.., a deep voice suddenly came from afar, “What’s Wrong?” 

The few of them looked over when they heard the voice. They saw a middle-aged man wearing a 

general uniform walking over step by step. It was Lieutenant General Ned, who was in charge of leading 

the city guards after Wesker left. He was also the second lieutenant general in the current army apart 

from Wesker… 

When he saw this black bear, he immediately became much more obedient. He hurriedly saluted and 

said, “Sir Ned!” 

When the middle-aged man heard that, he looked at him. At first, he was stunned for a moment. Then, 

a trace of doubt flashed in his eyes. He said with some astonishment, “You are… Adolf?” 

The black bear immediately grinned. His original name was Adolf. In their hometown, this name 

represented a noble wolf. However, by accident, he had the nickname of the black bear… 

Seeing the other party smile, Ned was even more surprised. “You… You’re really Adolf?” 

He walked over excitedly and looked at the black bear carefully. “You weren’t dissected by those 

mages?” 

“Sir, don’t listen to those rumors…”the black bear remembered the warning of the woman in the 

laboratory, he quickly said righteously, “Mages do experiments to heal us, not to cook us. Why would 

they dissect us?” 

Ned looked at the black bear in disbelief. “You… you really got cured just like that?” 

He had seen the black bear’s miserable state two days ago. Half of its body had shrunk to that state. He 

did not believe that it could be cured at all, those mages must have wanted to use these soldiers’luck to 

do some evil experiments. 



He had tried to persuade the black bear several times, but it insisted on trying. He did not expect that it 

could really cure that crippled body… … and.. … ! So strong! 

Ned looked at the black bear’s body which was even bigger than his, and was slightly stunned… … 

“It’s Done!”The black bear patted its strong chest muscles and grinned. “It can not be better. Look, it has 

become much stronger!” 

Seeing this, Ned also touched his shoulder excitedly and touched other parts of his body, immediately, 

he said excitedly, “Good, good, good. It’s good that you’re alright. Go, go, go back to the camp. Inform 

those old brothers to come out and celebrate. You’ve brought back a great piece of good news. Later, 

tell me what’s going on with this experiment…”. “…” 

Hearing this, black bear nodded repeatedly, “Yes, sir!” 

Zadeh, who had been ignored by the side, immediately had a black expression on his face. Seeing that 

Lieutenant General Ned had brought the people away, a few soldiers beside him asked cautiously, “Sir, 

should we follow and take a look?” 

Hearing this, Zadeh turned around and glared at the other party. 

Although the soldier was scared after being glared at, he still mustered up his courage and said, “There 

are quite a number of injured people in our camp who have returned this time. Moreover, they’ve 

already committed suicide. If that experiment is really useful…” 

Zadeh’s expression immediately turned gloomy when he heard that. He looked at the back of the black 

bear and Ned in front of him and immediately said in a deep voice, “Go and call for the injured brothers. 

I’ll go over and take a look at the situation first…” 

“Yes, my Lord! !” 

———— — 

The news of the success of the black bear experiment spread throughout the military camp in less than 

half an hour. Many soldiers put on cotton clothes and rushed over in the middle of the night to join in 

the fun. They all wanted to see what was going on. 

Especially those disabled soldiers. When they heard that the black bear had come back alive and had 

been cured, all of them were so excited that they wanted to take a look for themselves! 

Thus, in the middle of the night, the black bear was treated like a celebrity, surrounded by soldiers from 

all sides! 

The soldiers who were watching the black bear from afar were all discussing animatedly… 

-LSB- damn, it really has been curIt. it’s alive and kickiIt. it’s too magicIl. i have to tell Charlierlie the good 

neHis his two crippled legs can be saved! ] 

[ that’s right, it’s really amazing. Now I’m more and more convinced that those mages can grow food. 

They can even heal the crippled people. What else can’t they do? ] 

[ yeah, but is this a black bear? Why does it feel so strong? ] 



[ that’s right… I feel that Lieutenant General Ned and him both look… so much smaller. ] 

Everyone nodded in agreement. Lieutenant General Ned was a very strong figure in the military camp. 

He was two meters tall, and the bison’s mutation made him look like he could compete with the Tauren 

in the grasslands. But compared to the black bear now, he felt like a little sheep… … 

And in the crowd, the black bear was accepting Zadeh’s apology wine. 

“That brother Adolf, I’m really sorry. I didn’t recognize you as my brother at the beginning. That arrow 

really wasn’t intentional…” 

The black bear wasn’t a stingy person. Seeing that even a second lieutenant had apologized, he grinned 

and said, “It’s okay, that arrow can’t kill people anyway…” 

Everyone:”…” 

They felt that the black bear’s words were a little harsh… 

However, Zadeh didn’t care, instead, he asked with great interest, “Brother, your body is very different 

from before, and your skills are much stronger. There aren’t many people in this military camp who can 

receive my arrow with their bare hands. That experiment didn’t just cure you, right? It seems to have 

made you a lot stronger…”. “…” 

“Is that so?”Black Bear was stunned. He looked at his thick arms and seemed to be deep in thought… 

Ned, who was beside him, was also stunned when he heard that. He took Zadeh’s arrow with his bare 

hands? 

Although he was not used to Zadeh’s identity as the city Lord’s personal army, he still recognized the 

other party’s strength. Even as a silver knight, he did not dare to say that he could take Zadeh’s arrow 

with his bare hands. He knew what Black Bear was capable of.., he definitely did not have this ability in 

the past! 

Moreover, when he recalled what had happened just now, when he felt the black bear’s body, he also 

felt that the other party’s muscles were as hard as rocks. He even felt that he could not even pinch it. It 

was even more exaggerated than those northern beastmen elites, normally, such a physical human 

would not be able to train, right? 

Could it be that the experiment was really so magical that not only could it cure the crippled soldiers, 

but it could also make them stronger? 


